ACCEPTANCE CONDITIONS

PER 1-1-2020

Given the stricter quality requirements set by our customers, the importance of safety for your and our
employees, and our commitment to the environment, we have adopted the following acceptance
conditions.
Deliveries of ferrous and non-ferrous scrap must not contain any other elements such as soil, sand,
liquids, PVC, plastic, glass, wood, bitumen, rubber or concrete. If any such materials are found in a
delivery, we will apply a deduction and a waste surcharge. Deliveries with extreme levels of contamination
(>5%) will be rejected.
We will not accept the following hazardous substances and/or materials:











Materials containing or suspected of containing asbestos
Radioactive material (will be handled as per the Dutch “Besluit/regeling detectie radioactief
besmet schroot” (Decree/regulation on the detection of radioactively contaminated scrap))
Ammunition and explosives
Oil-based materials
Materials containing hazardous and/or toxic substances
Materials containing food remnants and/or producing a foul odour
Paint canisters
Safes
Closed objects
Material governed by the WEEELABEX/WEEA scheme (such as consumer electronics and home
appliances)

The following materials will be accepted only after previous consultation:






Batteries, provided they are deposited separately in designated battery containers.
Condensers and heat exchangers, provided they are empty and come with a certificate
confirming that they have been cleaned.
Transformers, provided all substances with an environmental impact have been removed
and they come with a certificate confirming that they have been cleaned or are free of PCBs.
Oil tanks, provided they are delivered with a certificate confirming that they have been cleaned
and have an open manhole (to enable inspection).
Chromium-6-contaminated scrap metal, provided that it is delivered as per the appropriate
procedure. For a copy of this procedure, please email acceptatie@jansengroup.com.

www.jansengroup.com

MATERIAL

SPECIFICATION

CHARGE

Dirt in deliveries

-

€ 200,- per tonne

Tyres

Cartyres

€ 15,- per tyre

Lorry, forklift or tractor tyres

€ 60,- per tyre

Oxygen tanks, gas canisters,
LPG tanks, gas tanks and
pressurised containers/tanks/cylinders

€ 125,- each

Closed objects

In the event that it turns out after receipt of a delivery that the delivered materials do not meet
these acceptance conditions, the supplier may be held liable for all ensuing costs.

Any questions?
We are counting on your cooperation. If you have any questions about these acceptance
conditions, please contact us, preferably by emailing acceptatie@jansengroup.com. If possible,
please attach a photo of the material you are enquiring about.

Yours faithfully,
Management of Jansen Recycling Group BV

Working on a world as it is meant to be
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